MODEL 870P™
POLICE PUMP-ACTION SHOTGUNS

Model 870P™ with high sights, Speedfeed® Standard Stock, Ghost Ring rear sight and XS® front sight post (Order#: 24591)

Model 870P™ with low sights, Speedfeed® Standard Stock, Low-profile rifle sights (Order#: 24453)

Model 870P™ with Rifle sights and Speedfeed® Standard Stock, Parkerized finish (Order#: 24417)

FEATURES:

- Non-binding twin action bars provide smoothest, surest pump operation
- Receiver milled from solid block of steel
- 3” chambers accept all 2 3/4” and 3” 12-gauge shells
- Steel-machined fore-end duplicates the weight and dimensions of factory wood stocks
- Parkerized finish
- Multiple sight options available
- 2-shot extension available on some standard models
- Cylinder, Improved Cylinder or Modified choke

1 16” or 20” barrels
1 Speedfeed® 1 stock version with two magazine tubes
holds 4 shells
1 Speedfeed synthetic solid stock and fore-end duplicates the weight and dimensions of factory wood stocks
1 Parkerized finish
1 Multiple sight options available
1 2-shot extension available on some standard models
1 Cylinder, Improved Cylinder or Modified choke

Model 870P™
1 16” barrel, low profile sights, pistol grip and Parkerized finish
(Organization/Order#)

The Nation’s Leading Defender.

For a half century, the Remington® Model 870P™ has been the pump shotgun of choice for government agencies. With over 10 million produced to date, it remains the standard by which all pump actions are measured. Its dual non-binding action bars deliver ultra-smooth, reliable cycling. Standing the test of time, extreme conditions, and duty, the ultimate pump shotgun, the Model 870P.

Wilson Combat Ghost Ring rear sight and XS® front sight post

For a half century, the Remington® Model 870P™ has been the pump shotgun of choice for government agencies. With over 10 million produced to date, it remains the standard by which all pump actions are measured. Its dual non-binding action bars deliver ultra-smooth, reliable cycling. Standing the test of time, extreme conditions, and duty, the ultimate pump shotgun, the Model 870P.

No one offers so much versatility to enforcement.

Your Remington Model 870 can be custom-matched to any tactical situation thanks to our incredible array of stocks, magazines, sighting and accessory options. Add magazine capacity, adjust your stock’s length of pull, reduce felt recoil, add a flashlight – there’s more, and they’re all to maximize your effectiveness in the field.

- Receivers – drilled and tapped for optional MCS Picatinny rail
- Speedfeed® stocks – standard & pistol grip, with and without shell wells. 15” & 14” LOF, less-lethal orange, green or black
- Advanced technology stocks – top and side folding, tactical 6-position collapsible
- Butler Creek® stocks – side folding stock
- KNOXX® stocks – SpecOps™, CompStock™, BreachersGrip™ (pistol grip only)
- Fore-ends – SpeedFeed® and Surefire® tactical light
- Sights™ – Wilson Combat® Ghost Ring/XS® front bead sights & low-profile red sights (tinted available)
- Magazine extensions – Remington 2- and 3-shot & Wilson Combat® 1-shot
- Slings – Tactical or Standard

Note: Sights subject to availability.

GREAT BARRIES TO ENTRY.

Model 870P™
1 14” barrel with Modified choke reduces the overall length for an ideal entry shotgun
1 Parkerized finish
1 Multiple sight options available
1 Less-lethal application shotgun available with blaze orange synthetic Speedfeed® stock and fore-end
1 Magazine extension available
1 16” barrel with Cylinder choke

Receivers machined from a solid, 8-lb. block of ordnance-grade steel achieve ruggedness.

Magazine Extension Kits

Model 870P™
1 14” barrel, low profile sights, pistol grip and Parkerized finish
(Organization/Order#)
FLAWLESS TACTICAL DECISIONS.

Remington® is committed to providing multiple options for the various critical tasks law enforcement officials face. The Model 870P Model 870P MAX and Model 11-87P are all-business, leading the field in reliable function and tactically specialized features. All are rugged, smooth-shooting firearms proven in the most demanding situations.

LE SHOTGUN BUILD ROOM.

Remington® is ready to meet your department’s needs for specialized features and options all in a fast order-completion time frame. We’ve taken the next step to put what you need in your hands as soon as possible (a volume minimum may be required.)

The Model 11-87P™ Police Shotguns have a walnut stock and fore-end with a blued or parkerized metal finish. The Model 870P's receiver is machined from a solid block of ordnance grade steel for the longest possible service life.

MODEL 870P™

POLICE PUMP-ACTION SHOTGUNS

MODEL 870P™ MAX

POLICE SHOTGUN

MODEL 11-87P™

POLICE SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

MODEL 870P™

The most traditional Model 870P Police Shotguns have a walnut stock and fore-end with a blued or parkerized metal finish. The Model 870P’s receiver is machined from a solid block of ordnance grade steel for the longest possible service life.

1. Walnut wood stocks
2. 18” or 20” barrels
3. Parkerized or blued finishes
4. Parkerized versions come with optional 2-shot or 3-shot extensions
5. Multiple sight options available
6. Improved Cylinder choke

MODEL 870P™ MAX

True to its name, the Model 870P™ MAX Police Shotgun provides maximum options for a huge range of tactical scenarios. Whether it’s breaching a door or lighting a dark corner, your Model 870P MAX is rigged to perform. Feel the confidence, perform flawlessly.

1. 18” barrel with parkerized finish
2. Wilson Combat® XS® Sight System, Ghost Ring Sights
3. SpeedFeed® IV-S full pistol grip buttstock
4. 13” length-of-pull for ease of handling
5. SureFire® tactical fore-end flashlight with momentary pressure pad and toggle switch ON/OFF applications
6. 2-shot magazine extension tube
7. Improved Cylinder choke

MODEL 11-87P™

The Model 11-87P™ gas-operated, semi-automatic shotgun embodies ultra-reliable function for all law-enforcement applications. Its wealth of specialized features includes 14” and 18” interchangeable barrels and rugged Parkerized Finish. It’s a leading-edge autoloader optimized for duty.

1. Receiver machined from 8 lb. solid block of ordnance-grade steel
2. Bead, Rifle or Wilson Combat® Ghost Ring/IX® Sight System
3. Optional engraving with insignia and/or property marks available

MODEL 11-87P™

POLICE PUMP-ACTION SHOTGUNS

MODEL 11-87P™

POLICE SEMI-AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

Flawless Tactical Decisions.

Remington® is committed to providing multiple options for the various critical tasks law enforcement officials face. The Model 870P Model 870P MAX and Model 11-87P are all-business, leading the field in reliable function and tactically specialized features. All are rugged, smooth-shooting firearms proven in the most demanding situations.

LE SHOTGUN BUILD ROOM.

Remington® is ready to meet your department’s needs for specialized features and options all in a fast order-completion time frame. We’ve taken the next step to put what you need in your hands as soon as possible (a volume minimum may be required.)

The Model 870P MAX Police Shotgun provides maximum options for a huge range of tactical scenarios. Whether it’s breaching a door or lighting a dark corner, your Model 870P MAX is rigged to perform. Feel the confidence, perform flawlessly.

1. Walnut wood stocks
2. 18” or 20” barrels
3. Parkerized or blued finishes
4. Parkerized versions come with optional 2-shot or 3-shot extensions
5. Multiple sight options available
6. Improved Cylinder choke

True to its name, the Model 870P™ MAX Police Shotgun provides maximum options for a huge range of tactical scenarios. Whether it’s breaching a door or lighting a dark corner, your Model 870P MAX is rigged to perform. Feel the confidence, perform flawlessly.

1. 18” barrel with parkerized finish
2. Wilson Combat® XS® Sight System, Ghost Ring Sights
3. SpeedFeed® IV-S full pistol grip buttstock
4. 13” length-of-pull for ease of handling
5. SureFire® tactical fore-end flashlight with momentary pressure pad and toggle switch ON/OFF applications
6. 2-shot magazine extension tube
7. Improved Cylinder choke

Remington® is ready to meet your department’s needs for specialized features and options all in a fast order-completion time frame. We’ve taken the next step to put what you need in your hands as soon as possible (a volume minimum may be required.)

The Model 11-87P™ Police Shotguns have a walnut stock and fore-end with a blued or parkerized metal finish. The Model 870P’s receiver is machined from a solid block of ordnance grade steel for the longest possible service life.

1. Walnut wood stocks
2. 18” or 20” barrels
3. Parkerized or blued finishes
4. Parkerized versions come with optional 2-shot or 3-shot extensions
5. Multiple sight options available
6. Improved Cylinder choke

True to its name, the Model 870P™ MAX Police Shotgun provides maximum options for a huge range of tactical scenarios. Whether it’s breaching a door or lighting a dark corner, your Model 870P MAX is rigged to perform. Feel the confidence, perform flawlessly.

1. 18” barrel with parkerized finish
2. Wilson Combat® XS® Sight System, Ghost Ring Sights
3. SpeedFeed® IV-S full pistol grip buttstock
4. 13” length-of-pull for ease of handling
5. SureFire® tactical fore-end flashlight with momentary pressure pad and toggle switch ON/OFF applications
6. 2-shot magazine extension tube
7. Improved Cylinder choke

Remington® is ready to meet your department’s needs for specialized features and options all in a fast order-completion time frame. We’ve taken the next step to put what you need in your hands as soon as possible (a volume minimum may be required.)

The Model 11-87P™ Police Shotguns have a walnut stock and fore-end with a blued or parkerized metal finish. The Model 870P’s receiver is machined from a solid block of ordnance grade steel for the longest possible service life.

1. Walnut wood stocks
2. 18” or 20” barrels
3. Parkerized or blued finishes
4. Parkerized versions come with optional 2-shot or 3-shot extensions
5. Multiple sight options available
6. Improved Cylinder choke

True to its name, the Model 870P™ MAX Police Shotgun provides maximum options for a huge range of tactical scenarios. Whether it’s breaching a door or lighting a dark corner, your Model 870P MAX is rigged to perform. Feel the confidence, perform flawlessly.

1. 18” barrel with parkerized finish
2. Wilson Combat® XS® Sight System, Ghost Ring Sights
3. SpeedFeed® IV-S full pistol grip buttstock
4. 13” length-of-pull for ease of handling
5. SureFire® tactical fore-end flashlight with momentary pressure pad and toggle switch ON/OFF applications
6. 2-shot magazine extension tube
7. Improved Cylinder choke

Remington® is ready to meet your department’s needs for specialized features and options all in a fast order-completion time frame. We’ve taken the next step to put what you need in your hands as soon as possible (a volume minimum may be required.)

The Model 11-87P™ Police Shotguns have a walnut stock and fore-end with a blued or parkerized metal finish. The Model 870P’s receiver is machined from a solid block of ordnance grade steel for the longest possible service life.

1. Walnut wood stocks
2. 18” or 20” barrels
3. Parkerized or blued finishes
4. Parkerized versions come with optional 2-shot or 3-shot extensions
5. Multiple sight options available
6. Improved Cylinder choke
An astounding combination of extended-range accuracy and rapid follow-up capability, this pump-action patrol rifle is based on the Model 870™ shotgun platform. With several stocks and two calibers to choose from, plus an optional Wilson Combat® Ghost Ring sight system, it can be custom-matched to virtually any tactical situation. It fits most racks and carriers built for your Model 870s, plus accepts some M16/AR-15 magazines and ammo—a natural fit to your agency’s arsenal.

**MODEL 7615P™ PUMP ACTION PATROL RIFLE**

- Low-profile 10-round magazine or will accept higher capacity AR-15 style mags
- Chambered in 5.56mm/223 Remington caliber
- 16 1/2” barrel with a Parkerized finish
- Wilson Combat® Ghost Ring/ESR™ or standard rifle sights
- Receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounts
- SpeedFeed® 13” or 14” LOP or advanced technology collapsible stocks and Remington® synthetic fore-end
- Sling swivel studs

Available with Picatinny Rail

Model 7615P™ with AR-style collapsible Knoxx® SpecOps™ NRS™ stock and Rifle Sights

Model 7615P™ with SpeedFeed® IV stock (EOTech not included)

Available with Picatinny Rail

Model 7615P™ (Order#: 26488)
When lives are at stake, precision at the moment of opportunity is everything. Precisely why Remington® rifles are the #1 choice in the line of duty. The world-renowned accuracy of our Model 700™ rifles will make you the master of any long-range tactical situation. When the safety of others rests in your hands, one of these should too.

With up to 40% lower out-of-the-box pull weight, virtually zero creep, one of the most crisp breaks you’ve ever felt and adjustability, the new X-Mark Pro is the best production trigger you’ll ever squeeze.

Visit www.remington.com to learn more about the X-Mark Pro Trigger.

For those who can accept nothing less than perfection, there is no other choice. The Model 700P is the epitome of shot-to-shot consistency and field-proven reliability. It features a receiver machined from ordnance-grade steel flawlessly bedded in your stock. Choose a heavy-contour, 26” barrel or the agile 20” fluted barrel (LTR only). Both are free-floated. All rifles feature a tough non-glare parkerized finish for concealment.

- Legendary Model 700 action
- Receiver machined from ordnance-grade steel
- Drilled and tapped for scope mounts
- Three overlapping rings of solid steel (bolt face, barrel, and receiver)
- Heavy, free-floating 26” barrel (20” fluted barrel on LTR)
- Composite stock features with aircraft-grade aluminum bedding block
- Non-reflective finish
- Sling swivel studs
- Magazine with hinged floor plate
- Chambered in 223 Remington, 7mm Remington Mag, 308 Win, 300 Win Mag and 300 Remington Ultra Mag. LTR chambered in 223 Remington, 308 Win, and 300 Remington SA Ultra Mag.

MODEL 700P USR (URBAN SNIPER RIFLE)

The Urban Sniper Rifle is designed for the modern day operator who needs advanced capabilities to perform his mission. The USR is the pinnacle of Model 700 tactical rifle development. It begins with the superb Model 700 LTR then adds essential tactical components such as a detachable box magazine, MARS rail, variable power optics, adjustable stock, muzzle brake, optional sound suppressor and bipod.

- 700 LTR action and barrel
- HS Precision fully adjustable aramid fiber reinforced stock with aluminum bedding block
- Leupold® 3.5-10x Burris™ scope
- M4A1 MARS rail system with side Picatinny rails
- Butler Creek® one-piece Picatinny Base
- Harris® flip-up lens covers
- Uncle Mike’s® 1” Quick-Adjust™ sling with swivels
- Pelican® hard case

Model 700P and Model 700P LTR TWIS (Tactical Weapon Systems) are the Total Sniper Rifle Packages. Complete package includes:

- 700P action and barrel
- HS Precision fully adjustable aramid fiber reinforced stock with aluminum bedding block
- Leupold® 3.5-10x Burris™ scope
- M4A1 MARS rail system with side Picatinny rails
- Butler Creek® one-piece Picatinny Base
- Harris® flip-up lens covers
- Uncle Mike’s® 1” Quick-Adjust™ sling with swivels
- Pelican® hard case

For more information visit www.remington.com.
Welcome two new generations of Remington® sniper weaponry. We’ve added a new caliber to our tried and true Model 40-XS™ platform—the LR 338. These fully equipped rifles are testimony to our entrenchment in the tactical community, superior R&D and full-time commitment to maximizing your skills and training.

MODEL 40-XS™ TACTICAL RIFLE SYSTEM

Innovative long-range weapon solutions.

From our legendary custom shop comes the ultimate long range “built-to-order” tactical rifle. 338 Lapua® Magnum cartridge capable of accuracy past 1,000 meters. This rifle is built with the time proven 40X® action, 26” stainless steel 1:10 twist barrel chambered in 338 Lapua® Magnum, integral/ removable muzzle brake, 40X trigger, hand bedded into a McMillan® A5 stock.

MODEL 40-XS™ TACTICAL RIFLE SYSTEM

Straight from our Custom Shop, the Model 40-XS Rifle System is the ultimate instrument of accuracy. It’s built on the time-tested Model 40-X action, using the most advanced materials and components available. At the heart of the system is the rock-solid, 416 stainless steel Model 40-X 24” barreled action, coated with Remington’s proprietary non-reflective black polymer coating for protection and reduced reflectivity.

- Action custom bedded in a McMillan® or A5 series stock with adjustable length-of-pull and comb height
- Chambered in 308 Win (1:12” twist)
- 40X Trigger externally adjustable
- Harris® Bipod with quick adjust swivel lock
- Leupold® Mark 4 3.5-10x40mm long range M1 scope with Mil Dot reticle
- Badger Ordnance® all-steel Picatinny scope rail and rings
- Proven capable of delivering ½ MOA on each rifle that leaves the Remington Custom Shop
- Heavy duty, all-steel trigger guard
- Turner® AWS tactical sling with swivels
- Pelican® hard case
- Proven 40X action
- Remington bolt with external AR style extractor
- Relocated ejector
- 26” stainless steel Button Rifle 40X barrel
- Barrel threaded for removable muzzle break
- 40X trigger
- McMillan A5 adjustable stock
- Titanium hand bedded by our Custom Shop
- Optional accessories available
- Detachable magazine box

MODEL 40-XS™ LR 338 TACTICAL RIFLE SYSTEM

Remington. Government Products

remingtonmilitary.com

Government Products

remingtonmilitary.com
HONING THE LEADING EDGE.

The ability to adapt to the constantly evolving urban battlefield has become a necessary trait of all government agencies. The 870™ Modular Combat System (MCS™) was built with this fact in mind. Our focus remains building the most solid and dependable tactical weapons available today.

MODEL 870™ MCS™ SHOTGUN SYSTEM

Multiple Shotguns In One

MODEL 870™ MODULAR COMBAT SYSTEM (MCS™)

Multiple specialized tactical shotguns in one, the Model 870™ Modular Combat System (MCS™) is the ultimate choice for virtually any close-range scenario. Modifications are made rapidly without tools thanks to the REM™LOC Quick-Change Stock System, truly a revolutionary design for professionals who need to adapt on the fly.

10" breacher shotgun also sold separately.

- Breaching shotgun with 10" barrel with Cylinder choke, pistol grip only, and 4 shell capacity
- Close-Quarter Combat (CQB) shotgun with 14" barrel and choke tubes, pistol grip stock, and 6 shell capacity
- Shotgun with 18" barrel and choke tubes, pistol grip stock, and 7 shell capacity
- Accessory rail for optics
- V-Tac MK1 sling included
- Comes with cleaning rod (also acts as a magazine spring guide when assembling)
- Two detachable shell carriers

Choose your stock

- Collapsible Stock
- Pistol Grip Stock

Hard case or tactical ballistic nylon case included.
The M24 is based on the legendary Model 700™ and 40-X™ rifles. Its unmatched accuracy and reliability have made it the standard in long-range tactical situations, and our Sniper Weapon Systems make outfitting your operation as efficient and simple as possible. From the basic M24 Sniper System – the standard for the U.S. Army since 1988 – to the super-advanced M24A3 package, we include the world-famous rifle and all the premium, service-proven components you need.

M24 SNIPER WEAPON SYSTEM

- Chambered in the increasingly popular 338 Lapua® Magnum cartridge, capable of extreme long range accuracy
- Multiple length cold-hammer-forged 5R Rifling 416 stainless steel barrel
- 1:11.25 twist
- Composite aramid fiber reinforced stock with aluminum bedding block
- 5-round internal magazine
- Leupold® Mark 4 M3 10x day optic
- Steel rings and 2-piece base
- Target-style iron sights
- Deployment kit and hard case

M24A2 SNIPER WEAPON SYSTEM

- 24" 7.62 cold-hammer-forged 5R Rifling 416 stainless steel barrel
- 1:11.25 twist
- Composite aramid fiber reinforced stock with aluminum bedding block
- 5-round detachable magazine
- Leupold® Mark 4 M3 3.5-10x day optic
- Steel rings and 1-piece Modular Accessory Rail base
- OPS INC 3rd Model sound suppressor (optional)
- Deployment kit and hard case

M24A3 SNIPER WEAPON SYSTEM

- Chambered in the increasingly popular 338 Lapua® Magnum cartridge, capable of extreme long range accuracy
- Multiple length cold-hammer-forged 5R Rifling 416 stainless steel barrel
- 1:11.25 twist
- Composite aramid fiber reinforced stock with aluminum bedding block
- 5-round detachable magazine
- Leupold® Mark 4 M1 8.5-25x LRT
- Harris® LM-S bipod
- Deployment kit and Hardigg hard case

The M24A3 package includes...
- 24" 7.62 cold-hammer-forged 5R Rifling 416 stainless steel barrel
- 1:11.25 twist
- Composite aramid fiber reinforced stock with aluminum bedding block
- 5-round internal magazine
- Leupold® Mark 4 M3 10x day optic
- Steel rings and 2-piece base
- Target-style iron sights
- Deployment kit and hard case
Remington produces a full line of duty and special application ammunition with superb MOA accuracy, consistent point-of-aim/point-of-impact, unbeatable reliability, and superior terminal ballistics. Every cartridge combines the highest-quality brass and bullets with specially-blended powders. When lives depend on your first shot, you can trust Remington Premier® Rifle ammunition.

**Remington® Premier® Core-Lokt® Ultra Bonded™**
- Lead core metallurgically adheres to a progressively tapered jacket, specifically designed to control expansion.
- Combined maximum penetration, controlled 1.8X expansion, and 95% original weight retention.
- Bullet maintains integrity and stays on target through tough barriers.
- Available in 308 Win, 7mm Remington Mag, 300 Win Mag, 300 Remington Ultra Mag, and others.
- Made in the USA.

**Remington® Premier® AccuTip™**
- Precision-engineered deformation-resistant polymer tip provides match-type accuracy, positive feed, and function reliability.
- Maximum ballistic coefficient.
- Effectively reduces the chance of over-penetration and ricochet while maximizing the energy transfer.
- Available in 223 Remington, 7mm Remington Mag, 308 Win, 30-06 Sprg, 300 Win Mag, and others.
- Made in the USA.

**Remington® Premier® Scirocco II™ Bonded**
- Most advanced polymer-tipped, boat-tailed bullet available.
- Sleek bullet profile produces remarkably flat trajectories.
- Precise jacket concentricity produces superb accuracy.
- Progressively tapered, heavy-based, pure copper jacket is bonded to the lead core to retain over 70% of its weight at all velocities.
- Available in 7mm Remington Mag, 308 Win, 30-06 Sprg, 300 Win Mag, 300 Remington Ultra Mag, and others.
- Made in the USA.

**Remington® Premier® Match**
- Loaded with Sierra® MatchKing® Boat-tailed bullets, high-grade primers, and specially blended powders for consistent velocity and exceptional accuracy.
- Available in 308 Win - 168 and 175 gr., 223 Rem - 69 and 77 gr., and 6.8mm Remington SPC - 115 gr.
- Available in 223 Remington HP Match and Lapua Magnum - 250 gr. Scenar Match.

**Remington® Premier® AccuTip™**
- Precision-engineered deformation-resistant polymer tip provides match-type accuracy, positive feed, and function reliability.
- Maximum ballistic coefficient.
- Effectively reduces the chance of over-penetration and ricochet while maximizing the energy transfer.
- Available in 223 Remington, 7mm Remington Mag, 308 Win, 30-06 Sprg, 300 Win Mag, and others.
- Made in the USA.

**Remington® Government Products**
- All cartridges assembled from premium components.
- Meticulous quality control to assure reliability.
- Available in a wide variety of calibers, bullet types, and loads to meet your requirements.
**GOLDEN SABER™**

**HPJ HANDGUN DUTY AMMUNITION**

Terminal Performance that Cuts Three Ways.

Golden Saber™, the ultimate in street-proven handgun rounds. Our three key design features come together on-target for rapid, controlled expansion, deep penetration, max weight retention and exceptional accuracy. Its unique hollow-point design delivers a previously unattainable level of terminal performance.

**Jacket Nose Cut**

Forms a folded spiral pattern that cuts one edge of each jacket petal to ensure complete cutting through the lead core into the hollow-point. This causes early cavity failure and starts controlled expansion, while still conserving energy for superior penetration. This design ensures positive expansion even at lower velocities.

**High-Performance Brass Jacket**

Made entirely of thicker and stiffer cartridge brass instead of standard copper plating metal. Jacket petals open rapidly to form shoulders that support the mushrooming core, which creates an appreciated frontal area (at least 1.5 times the bullet diameter) over a longer distance in the wounded cavity.

**Driving Band™**

Located at the bullet’s rear is the larger base diameter. This configuration mechanically engages the rifling to produce precise bore alignment and match-grade accuracy. Also, the reduced front diameter allows the bullet to align precisely in the bore before the band engages the rifling to produce linear expansion and higher velocity conservation.

**PUNCHES THROUGH BARRIERS AND DELIVERS SUPERIOR TERMINAL PERFORMANCE BEYOND.**

Sequence of high-speed photography showing the terminal penetration of Golden Saber™ HPJ Bonded through auto glass. Shot was set up to mimic one barrier behind the left third quarter of a vehicle. Frame 1: 147-gr. 9mm Luger: 10’ for 50% expansion. Frame 2: Bullet passes through windshield. Frame 3: Driving Band™ profile that centers the bullet perfectly in the bore as it moves into the rifling. This results in match-grade accuracy and higher velocity conservation. Frame 4: Golden Saber™ HPJ Bonded bullets have the same industry-exclusive Driving Band™ profile that centers the bullet perfectly in the bore as it moves into the rifling. This results in match-grade accuracy and higher velocity conservation. Frame 5: This series of photos shows the totally controlled and extremely uniform expansion of Golden Saber™ HPJ bullets.

**GOLDEN SABER™ BONDED**

All the revolutionary features that make Golden Saber™ rounds the leading edge in tactical handgun rounds, along with the unmatched barrier-penetration performance of our special bonded-bullet design.

- The standard for barrier-penetration performance.
- Through exclusive Remington process, lead core hot-bonded to brass jacket.
- Exceptional weight retention – up to 97% through auto glass.
- Reduced bullet nose diameter for precise bore alignment and match-grade accuracy.
- Requires less energy to initiate expansion.
- Jacket stiffness and wall thickness optimized to eliminate over-expansion, thus maximizing penetration.
- Available in 357 Sig, 9mm Luger, 40 S&W, 45 Auto and 45 GAP. Made in the USA.

**GOLDEN SABER™ (HPJ)**

**HIGH PERFORMANCE JACKET**

- Nickel-plated cases for more reliable feeding.
- Waterproofed primers and case mouths provide max integrity in all weather conditions.
- Virtually 100% primer and mouth waterproofing are standard on all loadings.
- Flash-suppressed powders allow faster low-light target re-acquisition.
- Reduced bullet nose diameter for precise bore alignment and match-grade accuracy.
- Optimum barrier penetration and expansion through a full range of accepted barrier tests.
- Available in 380 Auto, 9mm Luger, 38 Special, 357 Mag, 40 S&W and 45 Auto. Made in the USA.

A block of gelatin placed 10’ beyond the auto glass helps to catch the bullet. Even after smashing through safety glass, the 45-cal. Golden Saber™ Bonded delivers a large-volume stretch cavity with over 12’ of penetration.
GOLDEN SABER™
HPJ BONDED HANDGUN PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

HEAVY CLOTHING @ 10 FEET

9mm Luger
- Weight: 147-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

40 S&W
- Weight: 147-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

45 Auto
- Weight: 185-gr.
- Penetration: 13.9" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

AUTO GLASS @ 10 FEET

9mm Luger
- Weight: 147-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 97%

40 S&W
- Weight: 152-gr.
- Penetration: 12.1" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 97%

45 Auto
- Weight: 180-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 96%

WALLBOARD @ 10 FEET

9mm Luger (Wallboard)
- Weight: 147-gr.
- Penetration: 13.9" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 96%

40 S&W
- Weight: 152-gr.
- Penetration: 12.1" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 99%

45 Auto
- Weight: 180-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 99%

STEEL @ 10 FEET

9mm Luger (Steel)
- Weight: 147-gr.
- Penetration: 21.4" (1.7x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

40 S&W
- Weight: 152-gr.
- Penetration: 21.4" (1.7x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

45 Auto
- Weight: 180-gr.
- Penetration: 21.4" (1.7x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

GOLDEN SABER™
HPJ HANDGUN BARRIER TEST RESULTS

HEAVY CLOTHING @ 10 FEET

357 Magnum
- Weight: 124-gr.
- Penetration: 14.2" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 99.7%

9mm Luger
- Weight: 147-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

40 S&W
- Weight: 152-gr.
- Penetration: 12.5" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 99.9%

45 Auto
- Weight: 180-gr.
- Penetration: 13.9" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 99.9%

WALLBOARD @ 10 FEET

45 Auto
- Weight: 230-gr.
- Penetration: 17.5" (1.7x)
- Weight Retention: 100%

STEEL @ 10 FEET

40 S&W
- Weight: 165-gr.
- Penetration: 12.1" (1.6x)
- Weight Retention: 99.9%

BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE 40 S&W 165-GR. GOLDEN SABER™ HPJ

MUZZLE FLASH COMPARISON

All Golden Saber™ powders are treated with a chemical flash suppressant that inhibits flame propagation. This minimizes the blindness for the shooter while holding to conceal location.
The road to flawless execution is paved in Remington® green. That is, empty cases and the powdered remnants of our frangible and specialized training ammunition. No one equips you for the environmental challenges you face – in the field and on the course.

DISINTEGRATOR®
LEAD-FREE, REDUCED HAZARD TRAINING AMMUNITION

Disintegrator CTF (Copper Tin Frangible), Lead Free Sintered Pistol & Revolver ammunition offers the most complete bullet break-up and minimal splash back available in reduced hazard training ammunition. For your most demanding close-quarter training needs.

The compaction and sintering process used to fuse the Copper/Tin particles into a Disintegrator CTF bullet occurs under intense pressure and heat completely eliminating the need for a jacket to house the bullet core, a departure from other Remington frangible ammunition designs that use conventional drawn copper or plated jacket materials. The jacket-less Disintegrator CTF breaks-up completely on impact against hard surfaces leaving dust sized particles with no jacket fragments that significantly reduces training hazards for students, instructors and range operators.

JACKET-LESS BULLETS BREAK-UP INSTANTLY AND COMPLETELY

• No Splash Back
• No Jacket Fragments
• No Lead Residue

Disintegrator CTF® Lead-Free Jacketed, Frangible Ammunition Ballistics (P & R)
(Packed 50 Rounds Per Box, 10 Boxes Per Case, 500 Rounds Per Case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>T/C</th>
<th>Grs.</th>
<th>Bullet Style</th>
<th>Muzzle</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.223</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Jacketed</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.357</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Jacketed</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disintegrator® Lead-Free Plated, Frangible Ammunition Ballistics (Pistol & Revolver)
(Packed 50 Rounds Per Box, 10 Boxes Per Case, 500 Rounds Per Case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>T/C</th>
<th>Grs.</th>
<th>Bullet Style</th>
<th>Muzzle</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.45</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Plated</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Plated</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>1056</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disintegrator® Lead-Free Plated Frangible Ammo is a totally lead-free and heavy-metal-free, frangible training load for realistic, safe, and cost-effective training and qualification programs. Bullet construction is a high strength metal particle core sealed in a jacket that instantly breaks-up when impacting steel targets or backstops, leaving harmless metal particles and small pieces of thin jacket.

Disintegrator® “Jacketed” Frangible Ammo is our most cost effective frangible training solution. It is used where particle splash-back is not a concern.

Disintegrator® Jacketed Frangible Ammo is a totally lead-free and heavy-metal-free, frangible training load for realistic, safe, and cost-effective training and qualification programs. Bullet construction is a high strength metal particle core sealed in a jacket that instantly breaks-up when impacting steel targets or backstops, leaving harmless metal particles and small pieces of thin jacket.

Disintegrator®® core is completely protected with a thin ductile copper plate.

Disintegrator® Lead-Free Plated, Frangible Ammunition Ballistics (Pistol & Revolver)
(Packed 50 Rounds Per Box, 10 Boxes Per Case, 500 Rounds Per Case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>T/C</th>
<th>Grs.</th>
<th>Bullet Style</th>
<th>Muzzle</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
<th>yds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.45</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Plated</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Plated</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>1056</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12-Gauge Slugs are available in full power and reduced recoil for duty and training conditions. While the Slagger® Rifled Slugs remain the industry standard, the Reduced Recoil Rifled Slugs generate 45% less recoil than a standard 1 oz. rifled slug. In the field or on the course, Remington provides the perfect slugs for any shotgun duty use.

REduced recoil Rifled slugs
- Specifically engineered to improve a shooter’s capabilities with a shotgun
- Generate 45% less recoil than a standard 1 oz. Rifled slug
- Helps during training and encourages shotgun duty use
- Point-of-Impact is identical to a standard 1 oz. slug, out to 50 yards and only 1 1/2" lower at 100 yards
- High-density polymer alignment disk under the slug’s base produces enhanced accuracy
- Waterproof primer for maximum reliability

Full Velocity Slugger, 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz. Slug, 10 Shots, 25 yards, I.C. Choke, 1,560 FPS

Frangible Sabot Slugs
- Reliable lead-free and heavy-metal-free primer
- Lead-free slugs produce instant, complete breakup when impacting steel targets and steel backstops
- Optimized powder blends for efficient utilization with minimum unburned residue
- Accuracy performance nearly equivalent to conventional loads
- Slug fragment splash-back virtually eliminated

Larger slug diameter for better gas sealing
- High-density polymer disk under the slug produces a perfectly aligned exit from the muzzle for dramatically enhanced accuracy

FRaNgIBle Sabot slugs
- Available in standard and magnum loadings and 5 buckshot sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1 and 4
- Made specifically for duty and training applications that encourage shotgun usage
- Our 6- or 9-pellet Reduced Recoil 00-Buckshot produces lower kick recoil by 40% for better follow-up shots
- Enhanced with Power Piston® shot cup, polymer buffering, and hardened 3% antimony pellets contributing to outstanding patterns

Reduced-Recoil 00-Buckshot
- Made specifically for duty and training applications that encourage shotgun usage
- Our 6- or 9-pellet Reduced Recoil 00-Buckshot produces lower kick recoil by 40% for better follow-up shots
- Enhanced with Power Piston® shot cup, polymer buffering, and hardened 3% antimony pellets contributing to outstanding patterns

LAW EnforceMent buckshot
- Available in standard and magnum loadings and 5 buckshot sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1 and 4
- Provides reliability, consistency and stopping power
- Our 6-pellet 00 Express LE Buckshot created a new standard of pattern performance with the addition of our one-piece compression section Power Piston® wad column, polymer buffering and hard lead pellets
- This combination produces patterns 20% tighter than previous buckshot offerings

Reduced-Recoil 00-Buckshot
- Made specifically for duty and training applications that encourage shotgun usage
- Our 6- or 9-pellet Reduced Recoil 00-Buckshot produces lower kick recoil by 40% for better follow-up shots
- Enhanced with Power Piston® shot cup, polymer buffering, and hardened 3% antimony pellets contributing to outstanding patterns

FRaNgIBle Buckshot
- Reliable lead-free and heavy-metal-free primer
- Lead-free pellets produce instant, complete breakup when impacting steel targets and steel backstops
- Optimized powder blends for efficient utilization with minimum unburned residue
- Pattern performance nearly equivalent to conventional loads
- Shotcup and buffering protect shot for enhanced patterns
- Pellet fragment splash-back virtually eliminated

Law enforcement buckshot
- Available in standard and magnum loadings and 5 buckshot sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1 and 4
- Provides reliability, consistency and stopping power
- Our 6-pellet 00 Express LE Buckshot created a new standard of pattern performance with the addition of our one-piece compression section Power Piston® wad column, polymer buffering and hard lead pellets
- This combination produces patterns 20% tighter than previous buckshot offerings

Law enforcement buckshot
- Available in standard and magnum loadings and 5 buckshot sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1 and 4
- Provides reliability, consistency and stopping power
- Our 6-pellet 00 Express LE Buckshot created a new standard of pattern performance with the addition of our one-piece compression section Power Piston® wad column, polymer buffering and hard lead pellets
- This combination produces patterns 20% tighter than previous buckshot offerings

Tactical Buckshot
- A full load 8-pellet 00-Buck that boasts a highly concentrated 1/2" to 3/4" per yard pattern spread
- Pattern controlled by utilizing 00-buck with 3% antimony lead and a precisely loaded special shot cup
- Waterproof primer and mouth for maximum reliability under harsh environmental conditions

7 Round of TAC 8, Load at 15 yards, I.C. Choke
5 Rounds of TAC 8, Load at 15 yards, I.C. Choke

Tactical Buckshot
- A full load 8-pellet 00-Buck that boasts a highly concentrated 1/2" to 3/4" per yard pattern spread
- Pattern controlled by utilizing 00-buck with 3% antimony lead and a precisely loaded special shot cup
- Waterproof primer and mouth for maximum reliability under harsh environmental conditions

12-Gauge Duty Shells

Reduction Buckshot
- Reliable lead-free and heavy-metal-free primer
- Lead-free pellets produce instant, complete breakup when impacting steel targets and steel backstops
- Optimized powder blends for efficient utilization with minimum unburned residue
- Pattern performance nearly equivalent to conventional loads
- Shotcup and buffering protect shot for enhanced patterns
- Pellet fragment splash-back virtually eliminated

12-Gauge Slugs are available in full power and reduced recoil for duty and training conditions. While the Slagger® Rifled Slugs remain the industry standard, the Reduced Recoil Rifled Slugs generate 45% less recoil than a standard 1 oz. rifled slug. In the field or on the course, Remington provides the perfect slugs for any shotgun duty use.

Remington® slug hulls are now offered in optional Pellets Blue for rapid differentiation from buckshot loads. All buckshot hulls remain in standard “Remington Green.” With this Remington feature, personnel can easily distinguish between slugs and buckshot loads.

COLOR CODE YOUR LOADS
Remington® slug hulls are now offered in optional Pellets Blue for rapid differentiation from buckshot loads. All buckshot hulls remain in standard “Remington Green.” With this Remington feature, personnel can easily distinguish between slugs and buckshot loads.

TactiCal buckshot
- A full load 8-pellet 00-Buck that boasts a highly concentrated 1/2" to 3/4" per yard pattern spread
- Pattern controlled by utilizing 00-buck with 3% antimony lead and a precisely loaded special shot cup
- Waterproof primer and mouth for maximum reliability under harsh environmental conditions

Full Velocity Slugger, 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz. Slug, 10 Shots, 25 yards, I.C. Choke, 1,560 FPS

FRaNgIBle buckshot
- Reliable lead-free and heavy-metal-free primer
- Lead-free pellets produce instant, complete breakup when impacting steel targets and steel backstops
- Optimized powder blends for efficient utilization with minimum unburned residue
- Shotcup and buffering protect shot for enhanced patterns
- Pellet fragment splash-back virtually eliminated

Larger slug diameter for better gas sealing
- High-density polymer disk under the slug produces a perfectly aligned exit from the muzzle for dramatically enhanced accuracy

Law enforcement buckshot
- Available in standard and magnum loadings and 5 buckshot sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1 and 4
- Provides reliability, consistency and stopping power
- Our 6-pellet 00 Express LE Buckshot created a new standard of pattern performance with the addition of our one-piece compression section Power Piston® wad column, polymer buffering and hard lead pellets
- This combination produces patterns 20% tighter than previous buckshot offerings

FRaNgIBle Sabot slugs
- Reliable lead-free and heavy-metal-free primer
- Lead-free slugs produce instant, complete breakup when impacting steel targets and steel backstops
- Optimized powder blends for efficient utilization with minimum unburned residue
- Accuracy performance nearly equivalent to conventional loads
- Slug fragment splash-back virtually eliminated

Larger slug diameter for better gas sealing
- High-density polymer disk under the slug produces a perfectly aligned exit from the muzzle for dramatically enhanced accuracy

Law enforcement buckshot
- Available in standard and magnum loadings and 5 buckshot sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1 and 4
- Provides reliability, consistency and stopping power
- Our 6-pellet 00 Express LE Buckshot created a new standard of pattern performance with the addition of our one-piece compression section Power Piston® wad column, polymer buffering and hard lead pellets
- This combination produces patterns 20% tighter than previous buckshot offerings

12-Gauge Slugs are available in full power and reduced recoil for duty and training conditions. While the Slagger® Rifled Slugs remain the industry standard, the Reduced Recoil Rifled Slugs generate 45% less recoil than a standard 1 oz. rifled slug. In the field or on the course, Remington provides the perfect slugs for any shotgun duty use.

12-Gauge Slugs are available in full power and reduced recoil for duty and training conditions. While the Slagger® Rifled Slugs remain the industry standard, the Reduced Recoil Rifled Slugs generate 45% less recoil than a standard 1 oz. rifled slug. In the field or on the course, Remington provides the perfect slugs for any shotgun duty use.

For close-range tactical scenarios, Remington® 12-gauge ammunition is a clean sweep. Our selection of steel-proven slugs and buckshot has been perfected over decades in the field. We match the finest components with rigid standards for quality control to create the only shotgun loads worthy of a trip down a Remington tactical shotgun barrel.
### Remington Centerfire Rifle Cartridge Ballistics
(Packed 20 Rounds Per Box, 10 Boxes Per Case, 200 Rounds Per Case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartridge</th>
<th>Md. Gr.</th>
<th>Muzzle Vel. (fps)</th>
<th>Muzzle Energy (ft-lb)</th>
<th>1,000 yds.</th>
<th>1,500 yds.</th>
<th>2,000 yds.</th>
<th>2,500 yds.</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.56x45</td>
<td>55 Gr.</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.62x35</td>
<td>140 Gr.</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-06</td>
<td>150 Gr.</td>
<td>2,700</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Remington Pistol and Revolver Duty Ammunition Ballistics
(Packed 25 Rounds Per Box, 10 Boxes Per Case, 500 Rounds Per Case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartridge</th>
<th>Md. Gr.</th>
<th>Muzzle Vel. (fps)</th>
<th>Muzzle Energy (ft-lb)</th>
<th>1,000 yds.</th>
<th>1,500 yds.</th>
<th>2,000 yds.</th>
<th>2,500 yds.</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45 Auto</td>
<td>230 Gr.</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9mm Luger</td>
<td>124 Gr.</td>
<td>1,230</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Golden Saber Bonded HPJ (High-Performance Jacket) Ballistics
(Packed 25 Rounds Per Box, 20 Boxes Per Case, 500 Rounds Per Case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartridge</th>
<th>Md. Gr.</th>
<th>Muzzle Vel. (fps)</th>
<th>Muzzle Energy (ft-lb)</th>
<th>1,000 yds.</th>
<th>1,500 yds.</th>
<th>2,000 yds.</th>
<th>2,500 yds.</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9mm Luger</td>
<td>147 Gr.</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 Auto</td>
<td>230 Gr.</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** These statistics reflect vented barrel.  ‡Ammunition with “+P” or “+P+” on the case headstamp is loaded to higher pressure. Use only in firearms designated for this cartridge and so recommended by the gun manufacturer.
### Remington Duty Slug Shells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*

### Remington Duty Buckshot Shells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*

### Disintegrator® Lead-Free Plated, Frangible Ammunition Ballistics (Pistol & Revolver)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*

### Disintegrator® Lead-Free Jacketed, Frangible Ammunition Ballistics (Pistol & Revolver)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*

### Disintegrator® Lead-Free Jacketed, Frangible Ammunition Ballistics (Rifle)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*

### Disintegrator® CTF™, Lead Free, Frangible Pistol & Revolver Ammunition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*

### Disintegrator® Sabot Slugs (Lead-Free, Frangible)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caliber</th>
<th>Length (in)</th>
<th>Diameter (in)</th>
<th>Weight (oz.)</th>
<th>Muzzle Velocity (fps)</th>
<th>Mid-Range Trajectory (in)</th>
<th>Energy (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Shell Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Powdered Metal Core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All slugs are for 3" Barrels.  *Caliber 12 (Reduced Recoil) RRLF129B00 20641 209 Heavy-Metal-Free 2 3/4" 1250 00 9*
Our Mission is to train LE personnel how to repair and maintain the Remington firearms used by their officers, with courses limited to LE, government, or military personnel. Our instructors only have over 100 years of combined experience and courses are presented in Ilion and at requested locations in the US, Canada, and internationally. In-depth training includes:

- Disassembly and re-assembly
- Inspection
- Troubleshooting
- Service and repair
- Factory authorized modifications

**FIELD COURSES:**

- **2 day course for the Model 870P**
- **1 day course for the Model 11-87P**
- **1 day course for the Model 700P or Model 7600P**

**FACTORY COURSES:**

A comprehensive 4-day factory school held only in Ilion, NY for the Model 870P

- 1 day course for the Model 700P or Model 7600P
- 2 day course for the Model 870P

**Dedicated to providing the best Law Enforcement Products and service, we have developed an online source for official armory members. Specialized information from Remington experts, including new product updates, technical bulletins and detailed parts information are just some of the features available on the site.**

Online registration forms for the Armorer’s School, as well as downloadable Remington Law Enforcement catalogs, brochures and flyers are also available. So visit www.RemingtonLE.com to gain access to the largest source of Remington Law Enforcement information available online.

**Our Mission**

Remington is committed to the men and women serving our country, both foreign and domestic, in roles of distinction within the Military, Federal, and Law Enforcement communities. Remington’s relentless pursuit for both quality weapons and ammunition has been second to none since 1816. We have dedicated skilled craftsmanship and quality assurance areas to the production of each and every system developed for use by these fine men and women serving their country. The members of the Remington team take great pride and honor in providing the highest quality products and service to those who serve and protect our great nation. We salute you for your efforts and stand firmly committed to uncompromising products to insure your success in each and every operational activity. As a direct result of the commitment Remington Arms Company’s, Military, Federal, Law Enforcement Sales Directorate has evolved into a comprehensive collection of professionals dedicated to the timely responsive support of those who entrust their very lives to our products. Our mission is to provide seamless time sensitive support to local, state and federal agencies/organizations seeking our products in addition to the development of future products that meet the needs of these customers as times, trends and situations change. We will do this by holding a professional and supported staff that is technically competent in our products, well educated in our processes/policies, and responsive to the needs and desires of our customers.
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